
From: Karp, Joseph M.
Sent: 9/10/2010 5:40:42 PM

Stock, William (/0=PG&E/0U=C0RP0RATE/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WCS3); 
Mike Florio (mflorio@tum.org); Ramchandani, Ramesh 
(ramesh.ramchandani@cpuc.ca.gov)
Whelan, Steve (GT&D)
(/Q=PG&E/OU=CORPORATE/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SAWI);

To:

RedactedCc:
Redacted

Redacted Patrizio, Mark
(Law) (/0=PG&E/OU=Corporate/cn=Recipients/cn=MDP5);1 Redacted

[ppdartprl
Redacted

1
Marre, Charles

(/0=PG&E/OU=Corporate/cn=Recipients/cn=CMM6)
Bee:
Subject: Re: Draft briefing materials on settlement

Bill, my only comments are on Page 10, dealing with the customer bill credits. It 
currently reads as follows:

Bill credits to 5 customers

Redacted Moss Landing) and 4 Nor Cal Gen Coalition members

$2.8 million/year

Funded primarily by other customers, partially by PG&E shareholders

! would change it to read as follows:

Continuation of bill credits to 5 customers

Redacted [Moss Landing) and 4 Muni power plant owners

$2.8 million/year total

- Funded by backbone customers, backbone level customers and PG&E 
shareholders
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Joe

From: Stock, William [mailto:WCS3@pge.com]
Sent: Friday, September 10, 2010 3:47 PM 
To: Ramchandani, Ramesh; Karp, Joseph M.; Mike Florio 

' l Patrizio, Mark (Law); Redacted
Marre, Charles; [Redacted 

Subject: Draft briefing materials on settlement

Cn: Redacted 
Redacted

Whelan, Steve (GT&D);

<<2010 09 02 Gas Accord V - Simon v3.PPT»

Gentlemen:

Attached for your review and comment are some draft slides for Commissioner/Advisor briefings. Given 
that we will Brief Comm. Simon next Thursday it would be helpful if you could return your comments by 
mid day next Tuesday.

I will try to set up a brief call to discuss who should cover what material.

Thanks.

Bill

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message 
has been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt of this message is 
not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message 
without the permission of the author.

Any tax advice contained in this email was not intended to be used, and cannot be used, by 
you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended.
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